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Lord Clonbrony and his ambitious, worldly wife lead an extravagant social life in London on the proceeds of their estates in Ireland. Their son, Lord
Colambre, refusing to marry the heiress arranged for him by his mother, decides instead to investigate, incognito, the management of the family estates in
Ireland. Appalled by the corruption, mismanagement, and poverty he discovers, he sets about finding a solution to his father's debts and the family's wilful
indifference. Maria Edgeworth's classic novel combines a fast-miving depiction of national manners with a brilliantly witty expose of the pernicious system
of absentee landownership.
Maria Edgeworth's first published work (1795), presenting a staunch defence of women's education in a dramatic series of fictionalised letters.
To which is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification. The Second Edition, Corrected and Much Enlarged. By Maria Edgeworth ...
Easyread Super Large 24pt Edition
Letters for Literary Ladies, to Which Is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-Justification [by M. Edgeworth]
Easyread Super Large 20pt Edition
Letters for Literary Ladies

The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding
record-keeping made possible by advances in the printing press. In its determination to preserve the
century of revolution, Gale initiated a revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve
these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind. Now for the first time these high-quality digital
copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print, making them highly accessible to
libraries, undergraduate students, and independent scholars. The Age of Enlightenment profoundly
enriched religious and philosophical understanding and continues to influence present-day thinking.
Works collected here include masterpieces by David Hume, Immanuel Kant, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
as well as religious sermons and moral debates on the issues of the day, such as the slave trade. The Age
of Reason saw conflict between Protestantism and Catholicism transformed into one between faith and
logic -- a debate that continues in the twenty-first century. ++++ The below data was compiled from
various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional
tool in helping to insure edition identification: ++++ British Library T064271 Anonymous. By Maria
Edgeworth. London: printed for J. Johnson, 1799. v, [3],240p.; 8°
Your tastes, you say, are fixed; if they are so, you must be doubly careful to ensure their gratification. If
you cannot make them subservient to external circumstances, you should certainly, if it be in your power,
choose a situation in which circumstances will be subservient to them. If you are convinced that you could
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not adopt the tastes of another, it will be absolutely necessary for your happiness to live with one whose
tastes are similar to your own.
Letters for Literary Ladies. To which is added an Essay on the noble science of self-justification. By Maria
Edgeworth
Practical Education
Letters to Literary Ladies; Castle Rackrent; Leonora; Essay on Irish Bulls (Classic Reprint)
Letters for Literary Ladies, to Which Is Added, an Essay On the Noble Science of Self-Justification [By M.
Edgeworth]
To which is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished
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using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Edgeworth's Works: Letters for literary ladies: to which is added, An essay on the noble
science of self-justification. 4th ed
To which is Added, An Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification ; Castle Rackrent,
an Hibernian Tale ; Leonora ; Essay on Irish Bulls
Easyread Super Large 18pt Edition
Works of Maria Edgeworth, Vol. 2 of 12
The Life and Letters of Maria Edgeworth; Volume I
Maria Edgeworth (1 January 1768 - 22 May 1849) was a prolific Anglo-Irish writer of adults' and
children's literature. She was one of the first realist writers in children's literature and was a
significant figure in the evolution of the novel in Europe. She held advanced views, for a woman of her
time, on estate management, politics and education, and corresponded with some of the leading literary
and economic writers, including Sir Walter Scott and David Ricardo. Early life: Maria Edgeworth was born
at Black Bourton, Oxfordshire. She was the second child of Richard Lovell Edgeworth (who eventually
fathered 22 children by four wives) and Anna Maria Edgeworth; Maria was thus an aunt of Francis Ysidro
Edgeworth. She spent her early years with her mother's family in England, until her mother's death when
Maria was five. When her father married his second wife Honora Sneyd in 1773, she went with him to his
estate, Edgeworthstown, in County Longford, Ireland. Maria was sent to Mrs. Lattafiere's school in Derby
after Honora fell ill in 1775. After Honora died in 1780 Maria's father married Honora's sister
Elizabeth (then socially disapproved and legally forbidden from 1833 until the Deceased Wife's Sister's
Marriage Act 1907). Maria transferred to Mrs. Devis's school in London. Her father's attention became
fully focused on her in 1781 when she nearly lost her sight to an eye infection. Returning home at the
age of 14, she took charge of her many younger siblings and was home-tutored in law, Irish economics and
politics, science, and literature by her father. She also started her lifelong correspondences with
learned men, mainly members of the Lunar Society. She became her father's assistant in managing the
Edgeworthstown estate, which had become run-down during the family's 1777-1782 absence; she would live
and write there for the rest of her life. With their bond strengthened, Maria and her father began a
lifelong academic collaboration "of which she was the more able and nimble mind." Present at
Edgeworthstown was an extended family, servants and tenants. She observed and recorded the details of
daily Irish life, later drawing on this experience for her novels about the Irish. She also mixed with
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the Anglo-Irish gentry, particularly Kitty Pakenham (later the wife of Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of
Wellington), Lady Moira, and her aunt Margaret Ruxton of Black Castle. Margaret supplied her with the
novels of Anne Radcliffe and William Godwin and encouraged her in her writing. Though Maria Edgeworth
spent most of her childhood in England, her life in Ireland had a profound impact on both her thinking
and views surrounding her Irish culture. Fauske and Kaufman conclude, "[She] used her fiction to address
the inherent problems of acts delineated by religious, national, racial, class based, sexual, and
gendered identities." Edgeworth used works such Castle Rackrent and Harrington to express her feelings
on controversial issues......
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series are united by passion
for literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain books available in printed format
again - worldwide. At tredition we believe that a great book never goes out of style. Several mostly nonprofit literature projects provide content to tredition. To support their good work, tredition donates a
portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our
mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature from oblivion.
To Witch is Added an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification (1795)
Letters for Literary Ladies. to Which Is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-Justification. the
Second Edition, Corrected
The Life and Letters of Maria Edgeworth, Volume 2
Works of Maria Edgeworth: Letters to literary ladies. Castle Rackrent. Leonora. Essay on Irish bulls.
1824
Letters for Literary Ladies to which is Added an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification
Excerpt from Works of Maria Edgeworth, Vol. 2 of 12: Letters to Literary Ladies; Castle Rackrent;
Leonora; Essay on Irish Bulls AS a Second Edition of the following Book has been called for, it has been
revised and corrected with that attention which is due from. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book
is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free
scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1799
edition. Excerpt: ... LETTERS OF JULIA And CAROLINE. No penance can absolve their guilty fame, Nor
tears, that wash out guilt, can wash out sliame. Prior. Iz JULIA And CAROLINE. LETTER I. Julia To
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Caroline. 1 N vain, dear Caroline, you urge me to think, I profess only to seel. "Refieil upon my own
feelings! analyse w my notions of happiness 1 explain to "you my system!"--My system! But I have no
system: that is the very difference between us. My notions of happiness cannot be resolved into simple,
fixed, principles. Nor dare I even 13 attempt attempt to analyse them; the subtle essence would escape
in the process: just punishment to the alchemist in morality! You, Caroline, are of a more sedate,
contemplative character. Philosophy becomes the rigid mistress of your life, enchanting enthusiasm the
companion of mine. Suppose she lead me now and then in pursuit of a-meteor; am not I happy in the chace?
When one illu lion vanishes, another shall appear, and still leading me forward towards an horizon that
retreats as I advance, thft happy prospect of futurity shall vanish, only with my existence. "Reflect
upon my feelings!"--Deau Caroline, is it not enough, that I, do feel?--All that I dread is that apathy
which which philosophers call tranquillity. You tell me that by continually indulge ing I shall weaken
my natural sensibii lity;--are not all the faculties of the foul improved, refined by exercise, and why
shall this be excepted from the general law? But I must not, you tell me, indulge: my taste for romance
and poetry, lestI-waste that sympathy on fiStion whieb reality so much better deserves. My dear friend,
let us cherish the precious propensity to pity! no matter what the object; sympathy with fiction or rea.
lity, arises from the fame disposition. When...
With an Introd. by Gina Luria
By Maria Edgeworth, Author of Practical Education, and Letters for Literary Ladies. 2d American Ed
By Maria Edgeworth, Author Of Letters For Literary Ladies, And The Parent's Assistant ; and by Richard
Lovell Edgeworth, F.R.S. and M.R.I.A. ...
Letters for Literary Ladies: to Which Is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-Justification. By:
Miss. Edgeworth ( Maria Edgeworth).
Letter for Literary Ladies to which is Added an Essay on the Noble Science of Selv-justification

Letters for Literary LadiesDissertations-G
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
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made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Letters for Literary Ladies. To which is Added an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification. By
Maria Edgeworth.
To which is Added, an Essay on the Noble Science of Self-justification. The Second Edition, Corrected
and Much Enlarged. By Maria Edgeworth, Author of Practical Education, and the Parents' Assistant
The Life and Letters of Maria Edgeworth
Letters for Literary Ladies, etc. [By M. E.].
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